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Panoweaver

Panoweaver 9 is an easy-to-use panorama stitching
product, and Flash VR and HTML5 panoramic
tour publisher.

Tourweaver

Tourweaver 7 is a powerful virtual tour software, making a great step
forward by supporting Flash 11 Player Engine, 3D object, Google
map, multilingual tour, as well as tons of features inherited from its
predecessor.

VR Tour Maker

VTM is a simple virtual tour software, and highlights VR mode,
HTML5 virtual tour publisher for both PC and smart phone.

Products Overview
Easypano provides immersive imaging solutions so far. The
solution includes the simple and convenient VR virtual tourVR Tour Maker, and the most easy-to-use panorama stitching
software- Panoweaver, and the professional virtual tour
software-Tourweaver. Our virtual tour solutions are the most
popular ones among VR community due to their easiness,
powerfulness and effectiveness. Easypano adheres to both of
brevity and wholeness, and respects user’s experience.
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Panoweaver
Panoweaver is one of the world's most popular panorama
stitching programs. Its ease-to-use, high effective and
affordable features make Easypano the leading virtual tour
solution for real estate agents, panoramic photographers,
website designing company, multimedia designers and
corporations. Panoweaver is a consistent winner and has been
recognized in prestigious industry and worldwide business
publications including product reviews in Panoguid and
Macworld. To serve our global customers better, Panoweaver
has been localized in many languages including: English,
French, German, Spanish, Italian and etc..Our latest
version,Panoweaver 9 ,can stitch any types of photos into high
quality full 360 degree or partial panoramic images. It
supports HDR creation and manual stitching for inserting
matching points. Output formats include HTML5 VR (iPhone
& iPad), Full screen Flash VR (based on html), QTVR,
standalone swf, and Java based player.
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Tourweaver
Tourweaver has enjoyed great popularity and received high
compliment from our customers shortly after its release. It
creates a rich virtual tour with multimedia presentation and
provides a perfect solution for virtual tour business, website
and multimedia design. It can be used to create virtual tours
with panorama and still image, displaying various component
like flash, video, popup window, floorplan, hotspot, radar and
link. Tourweaver will surprise you with its ease-to-use, as well
as its interactive and customizable interface.
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VR Tour Maker
VR Tour Maker is a new product of Easypano in Year
2018. Compared with Tourweaver, VRTour Maker has
abandoned much complicity and individualism, complex
operation and interface. With time, Easypano is
dedicated to developing virtual tour solution that
everyone can easily master. Easypano’s purpose is to let
everyone enjoy and create virtual tour, no matter who is
professional or not.
VTM embraces brevity. VRTourMaker has a variety of
functions, such as VR mode, Google Map, HTML5
publisher for PC and smart phone, little planet effect,
Gyro effect, diverse hotspots and ect. though its user
interface is simple.
Users can get an excellent experience in VR virtual tour.
VTM excels at easy operation, high cost performance,
amazing virtual tour experience, and everyone is worth
it.
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Featured Customers

Partners
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SOLIDPIX INC.

Rm 12-102, No. 498 Guo Shoujing
Rd., Pudong New Area, Shanghai
201203 China

Telephone: available time
US and Canada: 1-888-881-3340 (Toll Free) Outside US and Canada:
1-323-908-8588 (Not Free)
Due to the different Time Zones, your phone call will
sometimes not be answered. Please feel free to send us email if you
get an anwsering machine.
Contact info：

http://www.easypano.com

sales@easypano.com
support@easypano.com
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